
 

Spontaneous system follows rules of
equilibrium
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A schematic showing the thermodynamics of an active colloid mixture. Driven
by external electromagnetic fields, Janus colloids perform circular motions,
dynamically differentiating into two species. By varying the rotation's radius, the
system can undergo a phase transition fully analogous to that of a thermal binary
fluid. Credit: Northwestern University

Scientists have long known the ins and outs of equilibrium
thermodynamics. Systems in equilibrium—a stable state of unchanging
balance—are governed by a neat set of rules, making them predictable
and easy to explore.
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"In equilibrium, there is a fantastic framework that is very well tested.
There are almost no assumptions," said Northwestern Engineering's Erik
Luijten. "The problem is that most systems in nature are not in
equilibrium. For those, we don't have a useful framework with the same
predictive capabilities."

Now an international team with members from opposite sides of the
world has discovered evidence that a neat framework for non-
equilibrium systems just might exist. Led by Luijten and Steve Granick
of Korea's Institute for Basic Science (IBS), the team found a non-
equilibrium system that quantitatively behaves like an equilibrium
system. The finding could lead to a set of rules that makes it possible to
predict the properties of non-equilibrium systems, which experience
constant changes in energy and are required for all forms of life.

"Tolstoy said, 'All happy families are alike; each unhappy family is
unhappy in its own way.' This is exactly what scientists have thought
about equilibrium systems versus non-equilibrium systems. All
equilibrium systems are similar, but each non-equilibrium system is non-
equilibrium in its own way," said Granick, who directs the IBS Center
for Soft and Living Matter. "We found that these seemingly
unpredictable systems might be predictable after all."

Supported by the IBS, US Department of Energy, and the National
Science Foundation, the research was published online in the Proceedings
of the National Academy of Sciences. Luijten and Granick are the paper's
co-corresponding authors. Ming Han, a PhD student in Luijten's
laboratory, and Jing Yan, a former graduate student at the University of
Illinois, served as co-first authors of the paper.

The research was spurred when Granick and Yan noticed something
strange in the laboratory. As they watched a random mixture of soft-
matter particles called Janus colloids, which Granick previously
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developed, they observed that the particles sometimes sorted themselves
by type. Named after the Roman god with two faces, the micron-sized
spheres have one hemisphere coated with a thin metal layer. They self-
propel in the presence of an electric field, and when a rotating magnetic
field is applied, they move in circles. In the presence of these fields,
about 50 percent of the colloids orient their metal-coated hemisphere in
the same direction. The remaining 50 percent face in the opposite
direction.

"When the oppositely oriented particles move in circles, they bump into
each other and are ejected out of their orbit," said Luijten, professor of
materials science and engineering, engineering sciences and applied
mathematics, and physics and astronomy. "The particles continue to be
kicked out of their orbits until they are only surrounded by the same
type. Right-facing particles are surrounded by other right-facing
particles, and left-facing particles are surrounded by other left-facing
particles."

Granick and his team recognized this behavior as phase separation,
which is characteristic of substances in equilibrium. When phase
separation occurs, a mixture of two or more liquids separates into layers.
Most have witnessed phase separation when shaking an oil vinaigrette
salad dressing. After the dressing settles, the layer of oil settles on top of
the layer of vinegar.

"They noticed phase separation in a system that was out of equilibrium,"
Han said. "Sometimes they saw clear phase separation, but other times,
they didn't see phase separation at all."

Long-time collaborators, Granick and Luijten pondered the mystery
together. Luijten's team repeated the experiment in computational
simulations and found that only when the particles rotated with small
radii did they phase separate. They pinpointed that the length of the
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radius was key.

The laws of thermodynamics define relationships between temperature
and energy for all equilibrium systems. By knowing the system's
temperature, scientists can make predictions about its other properties.
Luijten, Granick, and their teams found that in their non-equilibrium
system the radius functioned similarly to temperature as a control
parameter.

"We found that everything you control by temperature in equilibrium
instead depends on radius in our system," Luijten said. "It's a general,
fundamental statement that is a starting point for more exploration. It
gives a bit of hope that we could develop general guidelines for non-
equilibrium systems."

  More information: Ming Han et al, Effective temperature concept
evaluated in an active colloid mixture, Proceedings of the National
Academy of Sciences (2017). DOI: 10.1073/pnas.1706702114
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